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Title word cross-reference

2 [CJ14a, CV12, HYWA09, RSD23b, SMT+17].
[20 [NPS+20].]
3 [ARLB18, AGD+20, BAT+22, VRBS16, BLKM23, BCT+13, CKC+18, CMK+21, CJ14a, CBK+22, CH14, CRKP22, FRB08, KSB+08, KYEB15, KKC17, KWWI17, LKC15, LDK+18, LKK+22, LDP+20, MRG22, SCL17, SKRX13, TJ13b, TTS22, TZE14, VOB19, WL22a, XLLB06, XCF08, XDX14, XPD12, ZJS10, ZMC15, ZCB+22].
4 [LCSP14]. K [VOB19]. $\kappa$ [MP10]. $\mu$
[RFDT15]. $\Sigma \Delta$ [GGTG+20]. $T$
[YYC07, MPZ21]. $\Theta(\sqrt{n})$ [CV12]. $V_{th}$
[MP10].

-Angle [CFK22]. -Bit [LCSP14]. -D
[HYWA09]. -depth [CV12]. -means
[VOB19]. -Phase [SMT+17]. -Qubit
[NPS+20]. -SNE [MPZ21]. -tree [YYC07].

/high [MP10]. /high- [MP10].

1 [LZBW20]. 100Gb/s [XLL+18]. 10nm
[GVRR17]. 14nm [TGCJ16]. 19 [KKNM22].
1S1R [BSL+18].

2 [ZLWB20]. 2.0 [BLKM23]. 2006 [CS07].
2007 [LC08]. 2008 [Bah09]. 2011
[AD14, SN10]. 22nm [TGCJ16].

a-Si [HCTK08]. ABC [PPM+13].
Abnormality [TW22]. Abstraction
[DRL+19]. Accelerate
Approach [BM15, BBB+22, BS15, DRSR14, DJ16, JRLR15, LDK+18, SMR23, SMR+21, ZY18, ZGSA15, CQZK14, RT08, SZSS10].

Approaches [EDZ+23, SMZ+19].

Approximate [AHHS21, GP17, JLL+17, LQYL19, MEHT1, SJKS20, SVA+18, SBT20, TT20].

Approximation [HYPW22]. Arbitrary [Mog14]. Architecting [KBM21, Mit17].

Architectural [ABM21, Mit16, VO06, WKL16].

Architectures [AMH+24, AM18, BYHT18, CRKP22, CNH12, CTT+20, DPB11, GLL+21a, GLL+21b, JOF+15, JMKM21, JRJ22, LZXL22, LLX+18a, LZBW20, LDP+20, LPM+19, MAC+21, NLL+17, SGR+12, VK18, VDB+16, VOB19, WX15, YYBK19, ZLB+22, ZLWB20, ZK19, dLBHC22, CQZK14, CV12, CA11, MTC+08, Moh12, PDLS06, PDL07, SCI+09, TWL09, TCSV09, ZJS09a, ZJS10, ZJS09b].

architecture-level [Moh12].

Architectures [ACM+20, AMF+15, CMM+18, CD17, CCWCC15, DJ16, ERGK21, GCO+11, GMGA23, GNY+22, KK23, LGL15, MSB+22, MPZ21, Rez23, RMG15, Shu09, WZL16, YJ18, YP17, BPH+11, CDG+12, Deh05, FGZ14, KWFH12, WVGP13, XLLB06, ZMT13].

Area [CKC+18, CCH16, KCWL+16, PFRR17, XZR+22, RT07]. Area-efficient [XZR+22].

Arithmetic [JLL+17, PAP+22, VMNI08, Gla14, WL22a].

AroMa [CMZR23]. Array [KKY+20, LZXL22, LYWW13, MZZ23, MTC+08].

Arrays [BSL+18, CEW+13, CCH16, HHD+23, WHL+21, ZJK22, CCTP08, CSKM13].

Artifact [KRP+21]. Artificial [Dea14, KBM21, WLJC21, XYJ+21].

ASBUS [YW18]. ASIE [KWG+20]. ASL [ALY+21]. Assays [GCB14]. assembled [GRS05].

Assessment [RNN+22, VOB19].

Assignment [YJ18, SLS+14, ZS08].


Assurance-An [HML+23]. assured [MEHT21]. Asymmetric [CJ16, GVRRI, GJ17, GZZ+21, LPW18].

Asynchronous [GRPT13, GTGTG+20, KWG+20, SM11, VGZ11, VSM19, ZSYX11, CB09].


Audio [HYPW22]. Audit [SPS+24].

Authentic [FTR23].

Authentic/Counterfeit [FTR23].

Authentication [Bis17, IGR+16, MKMS22, RDS24].

Authorization [ASMK22]. Autoencoders [HYPW22]. Automata [DPB11, TNWD20, dLBHC22, DWL10].

Automated [DMR06, GJC17, WJWM23, XHSC07, ZS08].

Automation [WD22, ZCB+22, CZ05].

Autonomous [LPB+15]. Auxiliary [LDZ22]. Aware [GLMG+15, GUP11, MPM13, MKW+14, NPS+20, PFRR17, PRG+15, SLJC22, WX15, DJH+19, DLL+19, LKHY19, MSC19, RHB+20, RMBC12, SAAR20, STA+12, TMG+21, YWH+13].


Backside [DDR+16a]. ballastic [HYWA09, PFOL07]. bar [KKY+20].

Barely [ABS+12]. Barnes [MPZ21]. Based [AIK21, BBB+16, BSY+16, BYHT18, CZW+19, DCP+21, DDP20, DPK+15, DJH+19, FYJ+17, GCO+11, GRPT13, GG17, GLMG+15, GUP11, MPM13, MKW+14, NPS+20, PFRR17, PRG+15, SLJC22, WX15, DJH+19, DLL+19, LKHY19, MSC19, RHB+20, RMBC12, SAAR20, STA+12, TMG+21, YWH+13].
HFLZ22, HC15, HYPW22, KXY16, KBC+23, KHC+22, KT20, LTPK16, LPB+15, LQYL19, LLX+18b, IYW22, MZZ23, MPM13, MSB+22, MKSW17, MAC+21, NLL+17, NPA+12, OBLD14, QGW20, RNN+22, STSG17, SGR+12, SSF+15, TZZ14, VAK18, VDB+16, VSRR15, WX15, WL19, WLJC21, XLL+18, YXW+12, YLF+17, YYPK17, ZJ11, ZCX+17, ZY18, ZF15, AMH+24, ABR+21, ABM21, ASK23, AHS22, BBR+22, Bis21, CKA23, CZ05, CHN09, DMR06, Deh05, DBS+21, FSD22, GD12, Gla14, GCTF20, HON21, HRR19, HSM+05, IBO22, KPM22, KKY+20, KKNM22, LYEK22, LJ10, LDK+18, LDP+20, LTO22, MDS21, MKMS22, MSCS19, MEHT15, MN06, MS20, NLF+20, RSBA23, Rez23, RDS24, RCYB22, SZZS10, SAAR20, SPR18, SC06, TCSV09, TR13, VOB19, WW+19, WYZ+20, WL22a. based [XYJ+21, XZR+22, YYBK19, ZLB+22, ZCDD19, ZH20, WZSC09].


biochemical [RBGC14]. Biochips [BMB18, GCB14, HRR19, LBB+18, MPM13, OGB18, CZ05, DJRM09, DDM+06, RMBC12, RBGC14, C06, C08, XHSC07, X08, YYC07]. BioFoundries [DHK+23].

Bioinformatic [Gui13]. Biological [BBR+23]. Biology [Dea14, FHHK14, HD14, MHW14, MSW14, OBLD14, VMV13].


Built-In [MRG22, CBK+22, IBO22]. Bulk [BS16]. Bundled [SMT+17].

Bundled-Data [SMT+17]. Bundling [SBR19].


Carbon [DLW08, GRPT13, HC15, LKK+22, HZY+12, MN06, SXL+12]. Carry [MGZ+17]. Case [AGD+20, PPM+13, SCT+22, HCTK08].


CBRAM [MKSW17]. CBRAM-Based [MKSW17]. Cell [BTC+13, GG17, MGMU22, SFD17, XZR+22, SW107].

Cell-based [XZR+22]. Cells [CMJ14, DSB16, KCWL+16, MS17, CWL+13].

Cellular [DPB11, LLX+18b, TNWD20, XLM+18, CCTP08, DLW10]. center [BPB+12, KMD12, SMR+12]. centers
Comparative [DDR+16a, JLL+17, KWC+20, KST+22, KCWL+16]. Compare [REL+22]. Comparison [LLSO17, PYSJ22].

Compartmentalization [RD22]. Compatible [KCD+15, KCC+14].


Compression [MCH+22]. Compressive [QGW+20]. Compressors [GP+17].

Computation [AL+17, CVK+15, HVB+22, HSZ+17, MSB+22, MMD+20, TNW+20, YLF+17, ZLB+22, YWH+13, WDT+14]. Computation-In-Memory [HVB+22, MSB+22, ZLB+22].


Computing [Ano+18, ASP+18, BY+18, BOAC+20, BH+17, CQZ+21, DMY+15, EDCL+22, FY+17, FSD+22, GIS+22, HN+15, JRLR+15, KZ+15, KKK+22, KWW+17, LGL+15, LP+17, Mit+16, MS+20, NLL+17, NV+14, NYL+20, NHL+17, PAF+18, RCY+22, SJKS+20, SCL+23, SVA+18, SBR+19, SDSS+14, SK+16, SHB+21, SPR+18, TTS+22, TSM+17, TV+17, VAK+18, WYZ+20, WD+22, XNK+18, ZSPC+19, ZK+18, AMA+14, KMD+12, KT+14, MHL+08, McK+07, PG+12, VO+06, WZC+09, WDH+09, YW+13].

Computing-In-Memory [KKK+22, WYZ+20]. CONCEALING [RDM+21]. CONCEALING-Gate [RDM+21]. Conditional [PS+17]. Configuration [Bis+17]. configuring [RT+08].


Conservative [PPM+13]. consideration [LWH+14]. Considerations [MRR+12, UMB+18, ZM+22, BJ+10, WOW+10]. considering [RYT+07, SLS+14].


Constructions [CA+23]. Consumption [FC+18, LBJ+16, LY+13]. Contactless [RDM+21]. Content [GG+17].

Contradictory [DK+16]. Control [GY+17, GCB+14, QGW+20, RSD+23b, XZC+10]. control-path [XZC+10].

Controllable [MG+17]. Controllable-Polarity [MGZ+17].

Controlled [Che+15, DNH+11, HZ+14, MSB+22, SX+12]. Converting [TDS+14].

Convolution [HYA+20, KPM+22, SPR+18]. Convolution-over-time [SP+18].

Convolutional [AH+17, DK+21, KRP+21, LXX+18a, LPM+19, ORC+24, PJ+17, PSL+19, ZTR+20, ZH+20]. Coprocessor [ASP+18]. Core [BKJ+19, DMY+15, KDM+22, KPF+16, Re+23, YWF+18, DJ+19]. correlated [MLW+23]. Correlation [AAM+13].

Cortically [DBS+21]. Cosine [DB+14, KSA+22]. COSMO [GIS+22].

Cost [GL+21a, GC+17, HSZM+17, KXY+16, KHC+22, LCP+14, LNL+19, MRG+22, LBG+08, TR+10]. Cost-competitive [KHC+22]. Cost-Effective [MRG+22].

Cost-Efﬁcient [GL+21a]. count [MCT+18].

Counter [HON+21]. Counterfeit [TF+23].

Countering [LYE+22].


Deposited [LLSO17, BPH+11].

Device-type [ACY+21, BOAC+20, CKB20, GBLD15, KT20, LZCX22, MZZ23, NPA+12, PDL15, STSG17, TFZ+21, TMG+21, JRC+13, MHL08, RT08, YW13].

DFR [BY18]. Diagnosis [WHL+21, DJRM09, DM+06]. Digital [HZSA14]. diagram [LYJ+14]. Diamond [ATW+22]. Digit [KSA+22]. Digital [BMB18, Che15, GGL+14, HM14, HLS14, IBO22, KZL15, LBB+18, MPM13, OGB18, DJRM09, DM+06, KT14, LZCX22, RMBC12, RBGC14, SC08, XHSC07, XC08, YYYC07, ZX10].

Digital-Microfluidic [LLB+18]. dilution [RBGC14]. Dimension [ST20].

Dimensional [GUP11, MLK+08, WFCX09, XS14].


Directed [CKB20]. Direction [HMP+22]. Direction-aggregated [HMP+22].

Directional [NVW+22]. Disassembly [PRV+20]. Disease [XYJ+21].

displacements [SWJ07]. dissipation [MHL08]. Distance [CV11, TT20]. Distributed [AAO21, LGYC21, NHL+17, AMVG12, STA+12, VMN08].


DNNS [JMKM21]. Domain [KWC+20, Mit17, SBZT20, XDX14]. Domain-Wall [Mit17, SBZT20]. Dormant [DRG21]. Dot [DBP11, TNWD20, DWW10, WD+09].

DPA [DLTSA20, ZJ11]. DRAM [YYBK19]. DRAM-Flash [YYBK19].

DRAMs [BJ10]. Driven [LHW+17, BGX+21, GMM12, WDG+20, XS14]. driver [HCTK+08]. Droplet [GHHW19, HRR19, MPM13, XHSC07, XC08]. Droplet-Aware
Dropout [IBO22], Drug [HLH+12], DSE [WDG+20], DSP [TWL09], DTA [TMG+21], DTA-PUF [TMG+21], Dual [DLTSNA20], MFA+13, PAF18, PP21, YJ18, MP10, dual- [MP10], Dual-Mode [PAF18], Dual-Rail [DLTSNA20], Durable [BGX+21], duty [GD12], DVFS [MKW+14], ZF15, DWT [SGR+12], Dynamic [CThG15], GB18, JOF+15, MRH12, MEHT21, QGW20, SMT21, SHB+21, TMG+21, YMW21, ZMC15, AMVG12, DLL+19, WWJ09. Dynamically [AIK21, ZJS09a, ZJS09c, ZJS10b, ZJS10].

Early [Ko12], XLW+18, ZJK22, ZGSA15. Early-Stage [ZGSA15], Easy [DDR+16b]. ECC [PFRR17], ECDSA [BBB+16], ECG [SCZ+12, ZBF+22], Ecosystem [OK22]. Edge [COZ+21], KK23, MZZ23, MGMU22, SPS+24, XZL+21. Editor [CLKG17, SCLW19a, Ano18]. Editorial [CS07, Cha10, CFK22, HVB21, IN05, JHPG22, Kar20, McK07, Nar08, SLCJ22, SK16, TSB15, TSMCB17, TV17, XCF08, ZLWB20, Shu09]. Editors [CLSD18, FNO+19, GMGA23, SCLW19b].

EEG [KRP+21], Effect [CV11, LYWW13, XPD12, HZY+12]. Effective [MRG22, MKG+23, ZBF+22], effects [MLK+08]. Efficiency [CMM+18], LLSO17, TKBM12, YMW21, ZSO8]. Efficient [BYHT18, CQL21a, CQL21b, CRKP22, DDG+22, DJRM09, GLL+21a, GLL+21b, HN12, HHD+23, KDM22, KT20, LKC15, LPW18, MGMU22, MAKA23, NV14, NAY24, PJS217, PSR17, PAF18, RDS23b, SVA+18, SMT14, SMT+17, SPR18, TZR20, VSRR15, WGY21, XLW+18, ANR+14, BY18, BS21, GD12, KSB+08, LML+19, LYL19, MS20, MSC+21, PT12, TR13, XZR+22, SM11]. Elastic [PHS+15, ZM22]. Elasticity [GOGCK11]. Electric [RFDT15]. Electrical [YLR+23].


[LLX+18b, AHS22, HON21, RCYB22].
FPGAs [AAO21, RT07, ZPL+20]. FPIC [JDPH+23].
Framework [CJ15, FKM22, FMW+22, HFLZ22, KAS+22, KBC+23, KPFM16, LPB+15, LH20, LLX+18b, NPH18, PRG+15, RCYB22, SDSI14, XYJ+21, ZJK22, MCT10]. Fredkin [DJ08]. Free [DBG+14, GLM+15, LKC15, Mog14, WRWW17, YL14].
Fundamentals [PLC+13]. Fusing [ORC+24]. Future [BLKM23, DLTSNA20, GMGA23, KAB+21, RSD23b, CA11, MN06].

GALS [PCD+11]. Gap [LDPPB21].
Garbage [DBG+14, Mog14, TR10].
Garbage-Free [DBG+14, Mog14].
GARDENIA [XCS+19]. gas [HYWA09].
Gate [HC15, LSH14, RDM+21]. Gated [BJ10, JRJ22]. Gated-diode [BJ10].
Gated-RRAM [JRJ22]. Gates [AHZS16, CJ14a, DWK+16, HZSA14, DJ10].
Gating [HN12, ZF15]. Geckos [GSC17].
gem5 [CJ15]. gem5-PVT [CJ15].
Generalized [WHL+21, RBG14].
Generation [AMH+24, HYLPW22, KK23, MKG+23, TW22, WJWM23, XCS+19].
Generator [CAK23]. Generators [LTIP16, ST20]. Genes [AAF13].
Genetic [BBB+22, MZ1+14].
Genetic-algorithm-based [BBB+22].
genomics [GN08]. geographically [AMVG12].
Geometric [DSB16]. Global [DDP20, XPD12]. GPgpu [LCY19, TWLL19, WX15]. GPU [BS21, CRKP22, LLX+18a, LML+19, MPZ21].
GPU-Outperforming [LLX+18a].
GPUOPT [BS21]. GPUs [SPS+24, ZCX+17]. Gradient [HYPW22, HHD+23]. Grain [SMT+17, MLK+08]. grained [BLKM23].
Graph [CRKP22, FSD22, MDS21, PP21, XCS+19].
Graph-based [FSD22]. Graphene [DDP20, HC15, KHR+15, WLJC21, WZSC09].
Graphene-Based [WLJC21, WZSC09]. green [AMVG12, PG12]. greener [GD12].
Grid [ZGSA15]. Guarantees [GYM+17].
Guarding [DCSA22]. Guest [CLKG17, CFW22, JHGP22, SCLW19a, SLJC22, Shu09, SK16, TSB15, TSMCB17, ZLWB20, Ano18, CLSD18, FNO+19, GMGA23, SCLW19b]. Guided [MCH22, WDG+20].
H [HCTK08]. Hack [MLP+20]. Hamming [RSBA23, TT20]. Hardening [LBB+18].
Hardware [ASB+21, ABR+21, ALY+21, ASK23, AHS22, ATW+22, BJB+22, BSY+16, BGX+21, BHL219, BWL+21, BVM+19, CRSSBR21, CLKG17, CLSD18, CQL21a, CQL21b, CCWCC15, CKWK18, DBS+21, DRG21, DCSA22, EFRB22, FMP+21, GCC+23, GFZ13, HIH18, HML+23, IGRG19, KPM22, KKY+20, KRG+23, KCD15, KKNM22, LQYL19, LFDS22, LLL18, LCK19, MEHT21, MAC+21, MPR+22, MKG+23, PISM17, SLC+17, SBR19, SCLW19b, SCLW19a, SLJC22, WYZ+20, WHB+21, XLW+18, ZLGL21, TMM+07].
Hardware-accelerated [KKNM22].
Hardware-Assisted [MPR+22].
Hardware-Aware [SLJC22].
Hardware-Based [LQYL19, MAC+21].
Hardware-oriented [AHS22].
Hardware-Software [IGGR19].
Harvesting [RSD+23a, RFDT15, ZSXY11, KP10, MCT10, WOW+10, WCISA10].
Hashing [JCK23]. HDL [OSLT06]. HDLQ [OSLT06]. Heart [XYJ+21]. Hermitian [AHSZ16, HZSA14]. Heterogeneous
[AAFM13, BHL19, CTP14, HTM18, IASK20, KHR+15, LGL15, LDP+20, MMD+20, SM19, VK18]. Heterojunction
Hierarchy [PHS+15, VSRR15]. High
[ASP+18, BYHT18, BH17, CJ16, CRKP22, GN08, HRR19, LTKP17, LML+19, LZX+21, MTC+08, PAB+17, PSY+18, PAC+22, SC08, WL22b, XLL+18, ZM22, Be11, BPH+11, CA11, LMC+11, MN06, PFOL07, RMBC12, WWJ09, ZS08, SM11]. high-
[MP10]. high-efficiency [ZS08]. High-level
[MTC+08, PAC+22, SC08, ZM22].
High-Performance
[ASP+18, BH17, CJ16, CRKP22, PSY+18, HRR19, LMC+11, Be11, BPH+11, LMC+11, WWJ09, SM11].
High-Speed
[BYHT18, LTKP16, PAB+17, XLL+18]. high-throughput
[CA11, RMBC12].
Higher [ST20]. Highlights [DR11]. Highly
[HN12, MGM22]. Highly-Efficient
[MGM22]. History [Ko12]. HMC
[HTM18]. Holistic [BAT+22].
Homogeneous [HRR19]. Horse [DRG21].
hosting [AMVG12]. HPC [KK23]. HTM
[ZK19]. Human [KWW17]. Human-Scale
[KWW17]. Hut [MP22]. HW [JRLR15].
HW/SW [JRLR15]. Hybrid
[DJ16, DLL+19, HAV+22, HH11, LNL19, LQYL19, LWM+14, LWY22, NAY24, PH+15, PAP+22, SMT21, WDW13, YLR+23, YYPK17, YYYK19, CB09, CJ14b, LBGR08, LMC+11, RT07, SCI+09, ZJS09a, ZJS09b, ZJS10]. Hypercolumn
[PSL+19]. Hyperdimensional [SBR19].
Hypervectors [SBR19].

IBM [NPS+20]. IC
[BLKM23, CH14, SMZ+19]. iConn [LGL15].
ICs [ARLB18, BLKM23, CKC+18, CBK+22, FRB08, MRG22, RSBA23, SCL17, TZS14, XS14, ZCB+22]. Identification
[KRP+21, SMZ+19, CWT14]. identify
[PT12]. Idle [SLC+17]. IEEE [Shu09].
IEEE/ACM [Shu09]. II [ZS09c]. ILP
[ZMT13]. Image [BWL+21, CLZ+22, MGMU22, MCH22, PSR17, LM13]. Images
[ATW+22, KBC+23, XZL+21].
IMFlexCom [PAF18]. Impact
[BS16, DNHL11, KAKSP14, KKC17, KMC+22, LZX+21, MKG18]. Implantable
[BY12, HLH+12, Ko12, MGS+12, SSN12, SCZ+12]. Implants [MLP+20].
Implementation [VDK+21, CRSSBMR21, JOF+15, LFDS22, LLX+18b, LMM18, PCD+11, SSN12, XLW+18].
Implementations [BVM+19, DBG+14]. Implementing [SMR+12]. Implicant
[PT14a]. Implicant-Implicit [PT14a].
Implications [KAB+21, VO06]. Implicit
[PT14a]. Improve [HSZM17]. Improved
[DRSR14, DRG21, PT14a, PSMR17, ZJ11].
Improvement [RBHG21, XZR+22, YMWH21, ANR+14, FRB08]. Improving
[AHPC21, CMM+18, MPZ21, ON15, RBHG21, SCL17, YWF18]. In-Field
[BMB18]. In-Memory [HFLZZ22, HHD+23, NHP+17, PAF18, TT20, KMC+22].
In-storage [ORC+24]. Incoherent
[YLR+23]. Incremental [XLW+18].
independent [Tah06]. indoor [WOW+10].
Induced [PAC+22, VDB+16]. Inductor
[TZS14]. Inductor-Based [TZS14].
inductors [SXL+12]. Inexact
[KT14, MGM22]. Inference [KGW+20, KKNM22, MZZ23, WWZ+22, ZCDD19].
Information
[AAFM13, HLS14, PRV+20, DWL10]. information-theoretic [DWL10].
Inherently [ABR+21]. Initialization
[KKY+20]. Injection [DDR+16a, JCK23, JW+17, LDPB21, PHS+23]. Inkjet
[RHB+20]. InSpire [VTK22, CZQK15, DBS+21, BY18, CQZK14]. instability
[KCC+14]. Integer [DBG+14, WL22a].
MSB+22, Mit17, NYL+20, NHL+17, PHS+15, PAF18, RMW+17, RCYB22, SMR23, SBTZ20, SBR19, TT20, WWZ+22, WDW13, WRWW17, WHB+21, WZL16, WL22b, YYPK17, YBYK19, YXD+17, ZSPC19, ABS+12, AKW+13, CSMK13, KMC+22, KSG14, PR13, SKRX13, TCSV09, VMI108, WYZ+20, ZLB+22, ZJS09a.

Memory-bound [KHCT+22].
Memory-Centric [KPPB17, NYL+20, GNY+22].
Memory-Ecient [HHD+23].
Memory-Storage [YYPK17].
Memristive [ASB+21, ANT22, CZQK15, GLMG+15, KZL15, MRR12, NAY24, SAAR20, TT20, UMB+18, WKL16, YW13, ZJK22, ZK18].

Memristor [ASB+18, BYHT18, MZZ23, QGW20, ZLB+22, dLBHC22].
Memristor-Based [BYHT18, QGW20, ZLB+22].
Memristor-CMOS [ASP+18].
Memristors [CHA20], mesh [EWKNW07].

Meshless [KTM08].
Metamaterial [NVW+22].
Metamaterial-enabled [NVW+22].
Method [BBB+16, DDP20, DLL+19, GCO+11, MZZ23, PP21, XYM18, YYPK19, ZXY11, HM+08].

Methodology [AHHS21, CMJ14, CH14, MLW+23, CB09].
Methods [CZQK15, TSMCB17, CCTP08].
microarchitecture [PHS+15].
microarchitectures [XCF08].
Microarrays [SKB13].
Microdevices [VMV13].
Microfluidic [BMB18, GCB14, HD14, LBB+18, MPM13, OGB18, DJRM09, DMM+06, RMBC12, RBGC14, SC08, XHSC07, XCO8, YYCO7, ZXC10].

Microflows [GHHW19, CZ05, SC06].
Microfluidics-based [CZ05, SC06].

Microscope [ATW+22].
Migration [AIK21, IASK20].
Millimeter [MKW+14, KK12].
Millimeter-Wave [MKW+14].
Million [AVK16].
Million-Qubit [AVK16].
Minimization [CCH16, LJI18].
Minimum [LCSP14].
MINLP [BM15].
Mitigate [ZH20].
Mitigation [NLK+13, WYZ+20, ZLGL21].
Mitigations [ASK23].
Mixed [DRL+19, LPM+19].
Mixed-Criticality [DRL+19].
mixing [RBCG14].
MLC [AM18, LWH+17].
MLC/TLC [AM18].
MN [PHS+15].
MN-MATE [PHS+15].
MNEMOSENE [ZLB+22].

mNoC [PDL15].
Mobile [TWL19, TSMCB17, YYPK17, WDH+09].
Mode [BSS16, PAF18].
Models [BM15, CCWCC15, FYJ+17, FCR23, MZR+14, MMD+20, REL+22, WHL+21, DLVW08, MHL08, MTC+08, ZC07].

Modelling [FMW+22, KBC+23, LYEK22, LTKP16, MN06, SSN12, SCT+22, TGCJ16, TKBM12, ZM22, ZF15, KCC+14, KSG14, PODL07].

Models [ASMK22, KMS+20, KCD15, KKNM22, MHW14, WJWM23, FRB08].

Modern [MPZ21].
Modular [FMM22, MHW14].

Module-Based [MPM13].
Modules [TGCJ16].
Molecular [AGR+23, CNHL08, DPB11, GPW+15, PDL15, SCT+22, WDW13, KSG14, KTWO8, MHL08, RYT+07].

Molecular-Spin-Qubit [SCT+22].

Monitoring [AUDS22, EFRB22, MGS+12].

Monolayer [RMW+17].
Monolithic [CKC+18, CMK+21, CBK+22, KKC17, LKK+22, TTS22, ZCB+22, BCT+13, XDX14].

MOS [KZM+15].

Motion [MGU22].

MRAM [AKW+13, DSB16, NLW+20, PAF18, SFD17, SMT21, STSG17, VDB+16, ZCDD19].
MRAM-Based [VDB+16, ZCDD19].

N [AM18]. NANA [PDL06]. Nano [GKT+18, YLF+17, CB09, LDL10, MP10, PDL06, SCI+09, ZMT13, ZJS10, ZC07, MRR12, ZJS09c, ZJS09a, ZJS09b].
nano-architectures [ZMT13].
nano-CMOS [MP10, SCI+09, ZC07].
Nano-Oscillator-Based [YLF+17].
Nano-Oscillators [GKT+18].
nano-scale [LDL10, PDL06].
nanoCMOS [ZJS10, ZJS09c, ZJS09a, ZJS09b].
NANOARCH [Bah09].
NANOARCH07 [Shu09].
nanoarchitectures [Tah06, Tah09].
Nanology [FGZ14, GRS05].
nanocavities [EDCL+22].
nano-floating point [AGR+23, WWG+19, WWJ09].
nanocrossbar [GUP11].
nanodevice [GCO+11, WZSC09].
nanodevice-Based [GCO+11].
nanodevices [CZQK15].
nanoelectronic [LZBW20, TSMCB17, YL14].
nanofabrics [SRD06].
nanofabric [LZBW20].
nanomagnet [CNH12].
nanomagnetic [VGZ11].
nanometer [CCTP08].
nanometer-scale [CCTP08].
nanophotonic [BS20, ISI+18, LLSO17, LKL+18, NPA+12, PDL15, XYM18, LMC+11, SX11].
nanopipelined [PT14b].
nanoribbon [HC15, KHR+15].
nanoribbon-CMOS [KRR+15].
nanoribbons [DDP20].
nanoscale [BOA+20, JRC+13, NLK+13, Shu09, CQZK14, EWKNW07, Nar05, RT07, RT08, WZSC09].
nanostructures [HYWA09].
nanosystem [TWL09].
nanotechnology [KB19].
nanotube [GRPT13, HC15, LKK+22, DLWW08, HZY+12, MN06, SXL+12].
nanotube-Based [GRPT13, MN06].
nanowire [Deh05, RKM15].
nanowire-based [Deh05].
nanowires [SRD+06].
navigating [CTT+20].
nBTI [KCC+14, LSH14, SLS+14, YWH+13].
nBTI-aware [YWH+13].
Near [DK21, GVR17, KXY16, Mit16, NPA+12, OPL15].
Obfuscation [CZW+19, GCTF20]. Object [KBC+23]. Objectives [DWK16].
Observing [TGCJ16]. OFDM [GLL+21a].
Operation [MPM13]. Operations [CVK15]. Optical [BPS19, VRBS16, DWK+16, GB18, HAV+22, JDPH+23, NPA+12, PAB+17, RDM+21, XLL+18, YLR+23, YXW+12, ZY18, ZLGL21, CA11, EDC+12].
Optical-Electrical [YLR+23]. Optical-Electronic [YXW+12].
Optimization [DKK+15, DWK+16, DDK+18, LLX+18b, LCY19, LKL+18, LW+20, PFRR17, Rez23, TGCJ16, YJ18, ZY18, ZGSA15, DLWW08, KKY+20, LWH14, WFCX09, ZJS09c].
Optimizes [BBR19, CWL+13].
Optimize [DJ16]. Optimized [CRSSBMR21, CCWCC15, KKKK18, MS17, MCT18, ON15, WGY21, WL22b].
Optoelectronic [WL22a, TR10].
Optoelectronic [PAP+22]. Oracle [GCJ17]. Order [CKWK18]. Ordering [WGY21]. Organizing [DK09, RMG15, LDL10, PDL07]. oriented [AHS22]. Oscillation [MSB+22].
Oscillation-Based [MSB+22]. Oscillator [FYJ+17, HON21, YLF+17, SXL+12, ZFT13].
Oscillator-Based [FYJ+17]. Oscillators [GKT+18].
Outperforming [LLX+18a]. outputs [TR10].
Overhead [LTM22, SLC+17, ZJ11, ZPL+20, EFRB22, Tahl09]. Overlay [PAB+17]. Overview [HML+23].

Papers [SN10]. paradigm [LBGR08, WZSC09]. Parallel [BAT+22, Dea14, FSD22, ISI+18, DJRM09, STA+12].
Parallelism [DK21, JOF+15, GNO+1].
parameter [RYT+07]. Parameterized [REL+22]. Parametric [FRB08]. Parasitic [ZH20].
Passive [GSC17]. Path [Bis21, CKWK18, GB18, VAK18, WRWW17, CWT14, ZXC10].
Path-based [Bis21]. Path-Setup [GB18].
Pathology [CLZ+22]. paths [ANR+14].
PEAL [AHHS21]. Peres [DJ08]. Performance [AVK16, AHS22, ASP+18, BSS16, BHI17, CDG+12, CKC+18, CJ16, CRKP22].
DNNH11, HTMH18, KDMT22, LYWW13, MKW+14, ON15, PSY+18, RBHG21, SCL17, VAK18, VOB19, YWF18, Bea11, BPH+11, DLWW08, HRR19, LMC+11, LML+19, LCT12, MN06, PFOL07, RT07.
productivity [SMR+12]. Products [TFZ+21]. Profiled [RBHG21].

Programmable [AMF+15, DPB11, Deh05, WDH+09].

Programming [CD22, KAS+22, KMS+20].

Programs [WWC23]. Project [TMM+07].


Pruning [AHS17]. PUF [AHPC21, DSB16, FMT22, KT20, LYEK22, MKMS22, RDS24, TMG+21, VDB+16, XZR+22].

PUF-based [LYEK22]. PUF-Cash [FMT22]. PUFs [AHS22, HON21, IGR+16]. PVFS [JOF+15]. PVT

[CMJ14, CJ14a, CJ15, TGCJ16, YJ18].

QCA [CNHL08, CHN09, DPB11, DK09, Glai4, GPW+15, HMS+05, LRN05, MHL08, OSJ06, SWJ07, SDSS14, TCSV09].

QCA-based [CHN09]. QCOR [MMD+20].


Quantifying [HLS14, NPH18]. Quantitative [SPS+24]. Quantization [CQZ+21, KKK22, XLW+18]. Quantized [LNL19].

Quantum [AUDS22, AVK16, AHS16, ATW+22, BM15, BH17, CD22, CVK15, CV11, DD14, DPB11, GCJ17, HZSA14, HSZM17, KAS+22, LCP14, LCJ14, MMD+20, MCT18, NV14, PSY+18, RHD14, SCT+22, ST20, TNWD20, VAK18, WD22, CKA23, CV12, DML10, MTC+08, TR10, VO06, VMNI08, WDH+09].

Quantum-Classic [MMD+20].

Quantum-Dot [DPB11, TNWD20, DML10].

Quantum-Logic [AHSZ16]. Quasi [LZCX22]. Quasi-digital [LZCX22].

Quaternary [SJXS20]. Qubit [AVK16, MCT18, NPS+20, SCT+22].

QuickRecall [JRLR15]. Quit [WGY21].

QuTiBench [BHLD19].


[CLW+13, LPW18, RKM15, ZCX+17].


[QGW20]. Ray [KBC+23]. RCG [ZBF+22].

Real [WRWW17, ZCX+17]. RealTime [DRL+19, GSC17, JWJ+17, KR18, KPFM16, SPS+24, SM19, TWLL19, ZBF+22, LWX+14].

Realization [BSL+18, PP21]. Realizing [SDSS14]. Reasonable [CNHL08].

Recognition [KC+18, KSA+22, PSR17, TZR20].

Reconciliation [LARK20]. Reconfigurable [CEW+13, CCH16, CDP17, CNH12, GZZ+21, KPPB17, KZ15, NLL+17, VK18, WHL+21, EWKNW07, Sek07, SC06, Tah06, ZJS09a, ZJS09c, ZJS09b, ZJS10].

Reconfigurable [MEHT21].

Reconstruction [ZBF+22]. Recorder [SCZ+12]. Recovery

[KCC+14, Sek07, ZXC10]. Recurrent [LZXL22, LLJL18, SBZT20]. Recycle [BS20].

REDEL [LKC15]. Redesign [YXD+17].

Reduced [SGR+12]. Reducing [FC18, LBJ+16]. Reduction [LSH14].

Reductions [MMAK23]. Redundancy

[ABR+21, WDW13, SC06, WWJ09].

Redundant [HH11]. Reed [LJ14].
Type [YJ18].


Unified [YYPK17]. Uniform [SMT+17]. Unipolar [LP17]. Unit [KHC+22]. Units [BH17, Gla14]. Universal [CZQK15, CVK15, MP10]. Unsupervised [ASB+21, ATW+22, KSA+22, LYL19, SPR18]. Updates [FKM22]. Use [KMS+20]. Using [AVK16, ALY+21, ATW+22, Bis21, CHA20, CJ16, CKWK18, DS816, DPB11, DLM+19, EDCL+22, GKT+18, GOGCK11, GGTG+20, GUP11, GSC17, GJ17, HZSA14, HLH+12, JRJ22, KPM22, KR18, KSA+22, KWW17, LBJ+16, LQL19, LP17, LMM18, MDS21, MSB+22, Mit17, MGST22, MSC+21, NPS+20, PFRR17, PT14a, PAF18, PB21, RBHG21, RDS24, SCL17, SBZT20, SPS+24, TZR20, TFZ+21, TNWD20, VSR15, YLR+23, YJ18, ZCDD19, BSL+18, BPH+11, CMJ14, DRSR14, HMS+05, JRC+13, KRP+21, KT14, KK12, KCD15, LBGR08, LSH14, MJM09, MHR+08, PAF+22, RBGC14, SZSS10, SPR18, SXL+12, SC06, YYC07, ZFT13, ZJT+14, KSB+08]. Utility [LHW+17]. Utilizing [LDZ22, WDH+09].


Volatile [KHR+15, RKM15, STSG17, WL22b, YYPK17, XYL+17, ZPL+20, RCYB22]. Voltage [Che15, FERB22, IBO22, JOF+15, KKK18, MSB+22, SCL17, SXL+12].

Voltage-Controlled [MSB+22]. voltages [MMJ09, WDH+09]. vs [CJ14a, DKK+15, KCW+20].

Vulnerabilities [PAC+22]. Vulnerability [BGX+21, HON21, SKRX13].

Wafer [KKC17, KWW17, MHR+08].

Wafer-Bonding [KKC17]. wafer-to-wafer [MHR+08]. Wall [KWC+20, Mi17, SBZT20]. walled [SXL+12]. Warp [MPZ21]. Wave [KDMT22, MKW+14, EWKNW07].

Wavelength [LKL+18]. waves [KK12].


Wide-Warp [MPZ21]. Width [DS816].

REFERENCES

LWM\textsuperscript{+14}, MKMS\textsuperscript{22}, MGS\textsuperscript{+12}, MKW\textsuperscript{+14}, NVW\textsuperscript{+22}, RSD23b, RDS24, TKBM12, CDG\textsuperscript{+12}, GD12, WOW\textsuperscript{+10}, WVGPI3].

wires [DK09], wise [HYA\textsuperscript{+20}]. Within [KXY16], without [ABR\textsuperscript{+21}]. Wordline [LYWW13]. Wordline/Bitline [LYWW13].

Workload [PRG\textsuperscript{+15}, SLS\textsuperscript{+14}].

Workload-Aware [PRG\textsuperscript{+15}]. World [MKW\textsuperscript{+14}]. Wormhole [SHAC19].

WoSAR [AD14]. Write [AM18, GLMG\textsuperscript{+15}, KXY16, LHW\textsuperscript{+17}, NLW\textsuperscript{+20}, WX15, WL22b]. Write-Aware [WX15]. Write-Optimized [WL22b].

Wires [VSRR15].

X [DDG\textsuperscript{+22}, KBC\textsuperscript{+23}]. X-Ray [KBC\textsuperscript{+23}].

Yield [PFRR17, SC06, FRB08].

Z [HZSA14]. Zallocator [WL22b]. Zero [KXY16, TNWD20, BPB\textsuperscript{+12}]. Zero-Energy [TNWD20].
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